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Jabra Evolve2 55
Fit for every purpose
The professional headset to handle whatever your hybrid work day brings.

INTRODUCING EVOLVE2 55
Fit for every purpose
Professional calls from your spare bedroom. Motivational playlists before a big pitch. Meditative sounds when it's time to focus. Hybrid
work days have a lot going on, so it’s important your headset can keep up.

Evolve2 55 is specially engineered to go with your flow. It’s ready to work whichever way you do, delivering professional sound to
your calls and your music, with powerful Active Noise Cancellation (ANC), noise-cancelling mics, and 28mm custom speakers - all
while treating your head to best-in-class comfort with our revolutionary Jabra Air Comfort technology.

Do it all, with a headset designed to do it all

BEST-IN-CLASS COMFORT
There’s something in the air…
Our engineers spent years perfecting our new game-changing Jabra Air Comfort technology to create this incredible best-in-class
comfort.

Layers of ultra-soft perforated foam inside the cushioned headband stop pressure building up, for a dreamy, light-as-air fit no matter
how long you wear it.

Flexible, ergonomic earcups take the feel-good factor even further. They rotate to move whenever you do, so you’re free to focus on
your day without your headset getting in the way.

ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION
It’s oh-so-quiet
We’ve all had one of those days. A buzzer-happy delivery driver arriving mid-conference call. The kids screeching about snacks just
as you’re about to seal the deal. Your dog barking in the background of that crucial client chat.
Enter Evolve2 55.

Its powerful Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) has a novelty acoustic chamber design and a specially-designed chipset, plus 2
premium noise-cancelling microphones, to effectively silence your surroundings. So you can get on with making hybrid work, work for
you.

Sound demo is for illustration only. Actual experience may vary.

Hear what you want, the way you want. Evolve2 55 delivers Active Noise Cancellation in both mono and stereo styles - so you can be



sure all the words in your ear sound just right, whichever style you prefer.

Mic position matters. The novelty acoustic chamber has the feedback microphone facing away from the headset speaker and sitting
closer to the ear canal, helping it to hear everything in your environment exactly the same way you do, which means you get powerful
noise-cancelling accuracy that’s uniquely honed to your surroundings. We’d call that a mic drop moment.

MICROPHONE TECHNOLOGY
We hear you
Bright ideas. Words of wisdom. Crucial comments. Whatever you’ve got to say, Evolve2 55 makes sure you sound professional
when you say it. A clever chipset powers its speech-separating, noise-cancelling algorithm, and 2 premium microphones, to
effectively filter out background distractions. So whoever you’re talking to hears you – and only you – as clearly as if you’re sitting
next to them.

MULTI-PURPOSE
All work and all play
Evolve2 55 does it all, a bit like you. Stay work-ready with efficiency-boosting tech and a busylight to protect your focus. Taking a
moment to recharge between meetings? Immerse yourself in optimized music and media with rich full sound from 28mm custom
speakers. Looking for the next flight to Copenhagen (or just the quickest route home)? Tap to hear all the answers from your chosen
voice assistant.

Even the battery works as hard as you do - we’ve made it last longer, so you can listen to whatever music keeps you going without
constantly having to stop and charge. With Evolve2 55 you’re ready for anything.

FLEXIBLE & FAST SETUP
Ready, headset, go.
We know your time is valuable, so we’ve made Evolve2 55 easy and lightning-fast to use. We’re talking instant out-of-the-box plug &
play, walk-and-talk-on-the-way simple.

Sitting down at your desk? Just plug and play with the pre-paired USB adapter for your laptop. Out and about? Bluetooth® connects
to your phone instantly. A wireless range of up to 30m/100ft gives you even more flexibility - ideal for brewing your thoughts and your
coffee during a call.

UC-CERTIFIED
As flexible as you are
Evolve2 55 is available in a Microsoft Teams-certified variant and a UC variant, which is certified for Google Meet and Zoom to
ensure a seamless collaboration experience.

It’s also optimised for other leading UC platforms, so you can be confident that however you keep in touch with your team, this
trusted device will keep the collaboration going all day.

Zusammenfassung

Jabra Evolve2 55
Fit for every purpose
The professional headset to handle whatever your hybrid work day brings.

INTRODUCING EVOLVE2 55
Fit for every purpose
Professional calls from your spare bedroom. Motivational playlists before a big pitch. Meditative sounds when it's time to focus. Hybrid
work days have a lot going on, so it’s important your headset can keep up.

Evolve2 55 is specially engineered to go with your flow. It’s ready to work whichever way you do, delivering professional sound to your
calls and your music, with powerful Active Noise Cancellation (ANC), noise-cancelling mics, and 28mm custom speakers - all while
treating your head to best-in-class comfort with our revolutionary Jabra Air Comfort technology.

Do it all, with a headset designed to do it all

BEST-IN-CLASS COMFORT
There’s something in the air…
Our engineers spent years perfecting our new game-changing Jabra Air Comfort technology to create this incredible best-in-class
comfort.

Layers of ultra-soft perforated foam inside the cushioned headband stop pressure building up, for a dreamy, light-as-air fit no matter



how long you wear it.

Flexible, ergonomic earcups take the feel-good factor even further. They rotate to move whenever you do, so you’re free to focus on
your day without your headset getting in the way.

ACTIVE NOISE CANCELLATION
It’s oh-so-quiet
We’ve all had one of those days. A buzzer-happy delivery driver arriving mid-conference call. The kids screeching about snacks just as
you’re about to seal the deal. Your dog barking in the background of that crucial client chat.
Enter Evolve2 55.

Its powerful Active Noise Cancellation (ANC) has a novelty acoustic chamber design and a specially-designed chipset, plus 2 premium
noise-cancelling microphones, to effectively silence your surroundings. So you can get on with making hybrid work, work for you.

Sound demo is for illustration only. Actual experience may vary.

Hear what you want, the way you want. Evolve2 55 delivers Active Noise Cancellation in both mono and stereo styles - so you can be
sure all the words in your ear sound just right, whichever style you prefer.

Mic position matters. The novelty acoustic chamber has the feedback microphone facing away from the headset speaker and sitting
closer to the ear canal, helping it to hear everything in your environment exactly the same way you do, which means you get powerful
noise-cancelling accuracy that’s uniquely honed to your surroundings. We’d call that a mic drop moment.

MICROPHONE TECHNOLOGY
We hear you
Bright ideas. Words of wisdom. Crucial comments. Whatever you’ve got to say, Evolve2 55 makes sure you sound professional when
you say it. A clever chipset powers its speech-separating, noise-cancelling algorithm, and 2 premium microphones, to effectively filter
out background distractions. So whoever you’re talking to hears you – and only you – as clearly as if you’re sitting next to them.

MULTI-PURPOSE
All work and all play
Evolve2 55 does it all, a bit like you. Stay work-ready with efficiency-boosting tech and a busylight to protect your focus. Taking a
moment to recharge between meetings? Immerse yourself in optimized music and media with rich full sound from 28mm custom
speakers. Looking for the next flight to Copenhagen (or just the quickest route home)? Tap to hear all the answers from your chosen
voice assistant.

Even the battery works as hard as you do - we’ve made it last longer, so you can listen to whatever music keeps you going without
constantly having to stop and charge. With Evolve2 55 you’re ready for anything.

FLEXIBLE & FAST SETUP
Ready, headset, go.
We know your time is valuable, so we’ve made Evolve2 55 easy and lightning-fast to use. We’re talking instant out-of-the-box plug &
play, walk-and-talk-on-the-way simple.

Sitting down at your desk? Just plug and play with the pre-paired USB adapter for your laptop. Out and about? Bluetooth® connects to
your phone instantly. A wireless range of up to 30m/100ft gives you even more flexibility - ideal for brewing your thoughts and your
coffee during a call.

UC-CERTIFIED
As flexible as you are
Evolve2 55 is available in a Microsoft Teams-certified variant and a UC variant, which is certified for Google Meet and Zoom to ensure
a seamless collaboration experience.

It’s also optimised for other leading UC platforms, so you can be confident that however you keep in touch with your team, this trusted
device will keep the collaboration going all day.

Jabra Evolve2 55 - Link380a UC Stereo (Include Stand), Wired & Wireless, Office/Call center, 20 - 20000 Hz, 130 g, Headset, Black

Jabra Evolve2 55 - Link380a UC Stereo (Include Stand). Product type: Headset. Connectivity technology: Wired & Wireless, Bluetooth.
Recommended usage: Office/Call center. Headphone frequency: 20 - 20000 Hz. Wireless range: 30 m. Cable length: 1.2 m. Weight:
130 g. Product colour: Black

 

Merkmale



  

Music player

Audio formats supported AAC, SBC

 

Supplier features

Material Acrylonitrile butadiene styrene
(ABS), Leatherette,
Polycarbonate (PC), Stainless
steel

 

Technical details

Easy pairing Yes

 

Base station

Base station colour Black
Base station dimensions (W x
D x H)

116 x 24 x 70 mm

 

Operational conditions

Operating temperature (T-T) -5 - 45 °C
Storage temperature (T-T) -10 - 55 °C

 

Packaging data

Package width 74 mm
Package depth 172 mm
Package height 212 mm

 

Other features

Voice guidance languages French, German, Japanese,
Korean

Call management Y
Applications supported Jabra Sound+, Jabra Direct,

Jabra Xpress
Digital Signal Processing
(DSP)

Yes

 

Weight & dimensions

Width 185 mm
Depth 175 mm
Height 65 mm
Weight 130 g

 

Headphones

Maximum input power 30 mW
Ear coupling Supraaural
Headphone frequency 20 - 20000 Hz
Driver unit 2.8 cm
Noise canceling Yes
Noise canceling type Active

 

Microphone

Microphone type Boom
Microphone frequency 20 - 10000 Hz
Microphone sensitivity -38 dB
Folding microphone Yes
Number of microphones 4
MEMS (Micro-Electro-Mechanical
System) microphone

Yes

Microphone mute Yes

 

Ports & interfaces

Connectivity technology Wired & Wireless
USB connectivity Yes
Bluetooth Yes
Bluetooth profiles AVRCP
Bluetooth version 5.2
Frequency response (music
mode)

20 - 20000 Hz

Frequency response (talk mode) 150 - 6800 Hz
Wireless range 30 m

 

Packaging content

Charging stand Yes
Quick start guide Yes
Receiver included Yes
Wireless receiver interface USB Type-A
Carrying case Yes
Cables included USB Type-C
Base station Yes
Pouch Yes
Quantity 1

 

Battery

Battery operated Yes
Battery type Built-in battery
Battery technology Lithium-Ion (Li-Ion)
Continuous audio playback time 18 h
Continuous audio playback time
(ANC on)

15 h



Continuous audio playback time
(ANC off)

18 h

Rechargeable battery Yes
Talk time 16 h
Battery charge indicator Yes
Battery recharge time 2 h
Charging source USB
Talk time (ANC on) 10 h
Talk time (ANC off) 16 h

 

Performance

Product type Headset
Wearing style Head-band
Recommended usage Office/Call center
Headset type Binaural
Product colour Black
Operating keys Volume +, Volume -
Volume control Button
Control unit type On-ear control unit
Control type Buttons
Cable length 1.2 m
Over the Air Updates (OTA) Yes
Optimized for Unified Communications (UC)
Hearing protection technologies Jabra PeakStop, Jabra

SafeTone, Jabra Safetone G616
Music playback Yes
Number of paired devices
remembered

8

Number of simultaneously
connected devices (max)

2

HD voice Yes
Auto-connect Yes
Works with Amazon Alexa Yes

 

  Preisänderungen und Irrtümer vorbehalten. Alle Produkte solange der Vorrat reicht.  
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